
VSR+ - VWR StockRoom 
management

VSR+

a new stockroom management system is now available from VWR.

VSR+ is an easy-to-use Stockroom Manager, that gives full transparency on every aspect 
of the customers stockroom products and let‘s everybody know what is going on in the 
organisation.

VSR+ addresses today’s requirements on stockroom management. VSR+ is a web-based 
warehouse and inventory management system that supports VWR products as well as 
third-party products from any vendor.

Daily situations such as low visibility of inventory in store rooms, over or out-of-stock 
problems for critical products, time intensive ordering and replenishment of stock will 
be easily addressed with VSR+.

VSR+ is easy to deploy and maintain and can integrate with your backend system using 
in-built configurators allowing you to connect into your environment.

VSR+ features an activity-based notification and messaging  system which informs users, 
managers and administrators about pending tasks such as orders, requests, shipments 
and other updates.

User Interface
Using latest internet technology VSR+ offers a modern and glossy user interface that 
gives you access to all major functionalities by just one mouse click.
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customisable to your needs...
• You need to setup a hierarchical stockroom

management system,
with a Point-of-Use concept pointing to a central
stockroom?

• You need to create sophisticated role models for
your users to better reflect abilities in the system?

• You need to have an approval workflow in place for
orders and requests?

• You need to have batch management and expiry
date management for all your articles or just for
some?

• You need the system to run fully automatic?
• You need to have multi-languages?
• You want to get customised reports out of the

system. Consolidated by stockroom parameters?

A huge set of customisable features combined with 
almost 100 user privileges will give you the right tools 
to address your needs.

You will benefit from one single cost-effective solution 
to support your daily requirements, therefore 
minimising training requirements.

VSR+

At VWR, we believe that our key differentiator is our 
people who provide extensive process insight. Just 
putting a system in place isn’t going to cut it. Our 
team will work with you to get VSR+ tailored to your 
situation

Let us help you achieve your business goals through 
the experience we have built up through many years 
of complex system and process implementations. We 
can help you to implement in the right way, at the 
minimum cost.

If you are interested, please contact your account 
manager. They will arrange a demonstration and an 
initial needs analysis for you!

mobile Support
the new VSR+ supports a variety of latest mobile scanning devices

Whatever the scale of your stockroom need, a scanning solution from VWR 
can result in a significant handling improvement.
When mobility, cost and size are an inhibitor, you may choose a compact 
scanning solution. When a real-time connection into the VSR+ database is 
required VWR offers scanning solutions using high-end mobile devices.

Request or consume a product online, monitor and receive incoming shipments 
are just two of many features available from this high-end scanning solutions. 
As long as you have a 3G or WiFi connection you can access and manage stock 
details and transactions online.

Interfaces
VSR+ gives you access to the entire list of products in your stockroom as 
well as to all products which are available to your organisation on our 
website, vwr.com. A sophisticated search engine retrieves product details, 
real-time prices, etc. and let’s you create a stockroom article, a direct 
order or just browse for information.

Electronic replenishment orders utilise a live interface into VWR’s ERP 
accompanied by order confirmations and dispatch advices received by 
VSR+.

Mobile scanning solution(s)


